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can really pick out the history of the
Butlins story from the details.”
But while there is a retro vibe

across the entire 8.8-acre West Lakes
Village, which is home to the new
chalets, every aspect has been
designed with modern customers 
in mind. Much to my husband’s
delight, there is a 42-inch TV with
DVD player, free Wi-Fi, and parking
outside our door. Our two-year-old
son George (pictured below) loves
the landscaped gardens and lake,
which is home to Canada geese,
seagulls and ducks. 
All bedrooms have king or twin 

beds and our mattress is one of 
the best I’ve ever slept on. Fellow
mattress aficionados take note – 
they were designed for Butlins with
four layers of filling spread across

1,000 pockets. 
There are more than 40

different chalet layouts,
including some that
interconnect. Others 
are adapted for disabled
customers. We stay in one
of the Lakeside chalets,
which have balconies
overlooking the lake.

There are also Parkview
chalets, which overlook the
communal gardens. On
average, they have a 

20% bigger footprint than 
the deluxe apartments, 
which are the next grade of

accommodation. The
outdoor communal spaces and large
open-plan lounges would also suit
larger groups and multi-generational
families, especially if interconnecting
chalets were requested.

A new kind of space
Resort operations manager Diane
Bowen says: “The chalets have 
been developed especially for people
who want a different type of
accommodation, with outside space,
more room and somewhere to relax.
So guests don’t need to go to the
main areas for their entertainment 
in the evening if they don’t feel like 
it because their chalet is a lovely
place to stay.”
Bowen says this focus on space

also feeds into another key aim of
the chalets – to enable families to

have quality time together. This
was a requirement that came 
out of a survey Butlins did with
1,000 users of the online parents
community Mumsnet, asking 
what they looked for in a UK 
self-catering short break. As a

result, Butlins has equipped 
every chalet with board games for
families to play; we have Twister, 
and others are available to borrow.
The Redcoats also organise games 
in the chalets’ gardens. Bowen
explains: “It’s about the simple
pleasures, and the concept is giving
families time to spend together, so
everyone is unplugged.” 
The Mumsnet research helped to

influence other design aspects, as
46% of respondents asked for no 
TVs in children’s rooms, which Butlins
has adhered to. More than half were
worried about the British weather, 
so emergency arts and crafts kits 
are provided for rainy days.
With their eye-catching colours

and design, the chalets stand out
from the other accommodation on

There’s a new style of accommodation
at Butlins Minehead – a collection 
of modern, lakeside chalets, styled 
on Billy Butlin’s original design.
Charlotte Cullinan checks into one 
during a Just for Tots break

The interior of one of th          

The late Sir Billy Butlin 
was famed for being a
perfectionist, but if he
could see the new chalets

at the Butlins Minehead resort in
Somerset, I think he’d be impressed.
Opened at Easter this year, the 
117 pastel-coloured buildings are
inspired by the chalets with which 
Sir Billy launched the Butlins brand
in 1936, built in a former turnip field
on the Lincolnshire coast. 
When we stay in a new two-

bedroom chalet, there isn’t a turnip
in sight, but we do find plenty of
nostalgic touches, which give a
homely and welcoming feel. There
are framed vintage adverts and lyrics
from Butlins songs on the walls, 
and the textiles are similar to those
in the original chalets,
embroidered with “B”
letters and tiny yachts.
Interiors firm Fusion

by Design worked on the
project, and designer
Jennifer Danks says the
team were exacting in
their attention to detail.
She says: “From the
concept stage, we looked
at the colours from the
1950s and the imagery
from the history of Butlins.
We worked with textile
designers to create bespoke
fabrics to get across the
colours of the seaside. You

Go retro
at Butlins

          

Billy Butlin brought 
the first dodgems 
to Europe in 1928

Aside from the chalets there are 
10 other grades of accommodation.
They are divided into rooms and suites,
which have tea and coffee facilities but
no kitchen, and apartments, lodges
and bungalows, which are aimed at
self-catering clients. The only
accommodation graded above the
chalets are the Blueskies apartments,
which opened in 2007. 

Growing in popularity
Bowen says the chalets are proving
popular with existing customers and
£2.5 million of advance sales were
placed before they had officially
launched in May. She is also hopeful
that the buzz will help to convert
consumers who may have previously
shied away from the brand. “We
know that we have a fantastic offer,
but we do have a stigma attached to
our name,” she says. “If people come
and stay here and talk about us, then
that will really help change
perceptions. We want to change that
old-fashioned image to one that is
really forward-thinking.” 
The chalets are part of a wider 

£25 million investment Butlins is
making in its three resorts this year.
While £16 million was spent on the
chalets, £3 million has been invested
at each site on accommodation,
dining and entertainment. 
At Skegness, the Seaside

Apartments were refurbished earlier
this year, receiving patios and
balconies alongside new kitchens and
shower rooms. Meanwhile, over at
Bognor Regis, the Shoreline Hotel is
receiving a nautically themed
makeover and all rooms will sport a
new cabin-style look by February. 
Nearly 80 years after the first

Butlins chalet opened, the company
has recently hinted that its modern
counterpart may now be rolled out 
to the other two sites if they continue
to be successful. No doubt, Sir Billy
would be proud.
Book it: Four nights in a chalet start
at £139pp, based on two adults and
two children sharing and arriving
September 7 on a Just for Tots break.
The same break in a deluxe lodge,
which is the accommodation tier
below, starts at £99pp.
� bourneleisuresales.co.uk

site, which errs towards functional
rather than fancy. This is reflected in
the price, as the chalets are not the
cheapest option available. 
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     he newly redesigned Butlins chalets; inset, the original 1950s decor

We visit during a Just for Tots
break – these run year-round at
all three resorts and are aimed at
families with children under five.
� A packed timetable of activities
and entertainment is included in
the price, so the breaks work well
for budget-conscious clients. 
� All timed activities are repeated
several times a day, making it
easier to work around nap and
meal times. 
� There are various places for
youngsters to burn off energy.
One of the most popular during
our stay was the Little Tikes Town,
which has a racing track and 
well-stocked fleet of ride-on cars.
Songs from CBeebies TV shows
play around the site – perfect for
impromptu toddler discos. 
� Recommend arriving early 
for the arts and crafts sessions,
which can get very busy. 
� The live shows are extremely
popular. Many are performed on
an open stage, where we see
Fireman Sam. Others are in a
seated theatre, so arriving early is
advisable as there is a queue to
see CBeebies star Mister
Maker during our stay. 
� Buggy parking bays
are situated around the
site and customers
often return to find a
surprise balloon
waiting for them. 

JUST FOR TOTS SELLING TIPS:

� When families buy a dining 
plan (from £18 per adult per 
day), under-fives eat for free 
and the restaurants have plastic
plates and cutlery and plenty of
highchairs. There is a counter of
child meals designed by parenting
and nutrition expert Annabel
Karmel, alongside Heinz baby 
food pouches and jars. 
� All accommodation is 
toddler-proofed during the 
breaks – look out for plug socket
covers and toddler stools. 
� Complete the Butlins online
training sessions at
ButlinsExpert.co.uk to receive a
free resort day pass and earn
rewards for bookings. 
� butlins.com/chalets
� bourneleisuresales.co.uk

Activities in the communal gardens; below, the chalets of old 
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Combined with the president Raul
Castro’s relaxation of the rules
surrounding private enterprise and
overseas investment a few years ago,
this sea-change has many travellers
pushing the socialist country 
up their to-do lists before its
revolution-won “authenticity” is
compromised. Officials claim a
further 85,000 hotel rooms will be
available by 2020, with UK arrivals
for January-May up 26% on the same
period last year according to
University of Havana data.
On Plaza de la Catedral I admire

the baroque facade of the church
described by Cuban novelist Alejo
Carpentier as “music turned to
stone”. This square is where the party
starts on New Year’s Eve, says our
walking tour leader Juan-Carlos, who
has seen his city change more in the
past five years than over the previous
50. In faultless English, Juan-Carlos
explains how the appeal of an entry-
level tourism industry salary paid in
convertible pesos (CUC) versus the
salary of a doctor or professor paid in
the weak national peso (CUP) has 
led to Cuba having some of the 
best-educated tour guides and taxi
drivers in the world. The government
promised to end the complicated dual
currency system this year but a
deadline has yet to be set.
Later we head to the kitschy

Habana Cafe adjoining the Melia
Cohiba hotel to hear trombonist
Jesus “Aguaje” Ramos (of Buena
Vista Social Club fame) and his band
perform mambo, danzon and Latin
jazz favourites. Earlier in the year
Ramos played a sold-out Royal Albert
Hall, and here I am in the front row
for about £15 including bar snacks.

Buzzing scenes
After nearly a full day on the road,
we arrive in pastel-painted Trinidad.
This compact World Heritage-listed
town is a photographer’s paradise,
with views across the Escambray
mountains from its 18th-century
belltower, cobbled streets dotted
with horse-drawn carts and residents
pausing to enjoy inch-thick cigars.
Following a picnic dinner of grilled

fish and garlic yuca on Playa Ancon,
the owner of tonight’s

Joining the
stampede to visit
the largest and
arguably most
musical Caribbean
island before the
Americans arrive,
Carlie Trotter salsas
her way around
Cuba with Intrepid

There’s no shortage of good dance teachers in Cuba

Carlie, left, has a dance lesson in Trinidad

O nly on the dancefloor.
The man is only the 
boss on the dancefloor, 
I chant to myself, as 

my partner increases the pressure
through his hand to nudge me
through the turn I keep stumbling
on. Though the gents in our Intrepid
Travel group of 10 rhythmically
challenged Brits, Canadians and
Aussies insist they have it toughest
during our beginner salsa lesson,
I argue that allowing oneself to be
led is its own challenge. Even if that
leader is a snake-hipped Cuban.
From the moment we touch down

in Havana, a city often described 
as an open-air museum with its
1950s Chrevrolets and tumbledown
mansions, the pulse of this
otherworldy island nation grows
louder with each step. As we pull up
to Hostal Casa Vieja, a colonial-era
casa particular (or privately owned
guesthouse) in the centre of the old
town, the neighbours are blaring out
reggaeton hits while competing
music echoes from a nearby cafe.
Our exuberant guide Tony explains

he’s been leading back-to-back tours
ever since negotiations to restore US
ties were announced in December.

 Taking the right
steps in Cuba
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Etihad Australia deal
In addition to the airline’s recently
announced second daily non-stop
service between Melbourne and 
Abu Dhabi, Etihad Airways has
boosted its commercial partnership
with Tourism Australia by signing 
a five-year, £14 million marketing 
deal to promote Australia to leisure 
and business travellers in key
overseas markets.
� etihad.com

First Gatwick-Boston link
Low-cost carrier Norwegian 
will introduce a new route from
Gatwick to Boston as of May 13,
2016, operating four times 
per week. The direct service 
is the latest in a series of

announcements from the
Scandinavian airline, which recently
stated that its Gatwick to New York
JFK service will run daily from
October, plus a new route between
Puerto Rico and Gatwick will launch
in November. 
� norwegian.com

Taxi to runway
Hail a black cab this
summer in London
and you might 
get more than 
just a taxi ride. 
La Compagnie has
commandeered 50
black cabs in the Big Smoke,
outfitting them in the company’s
livery, and 1,000 passengers will find a La Compagnie amenity kit
inside. Two of these kits will also contain a return flight to New York. 
� lacompagnie.com  

Cheers, Qantas!
Clients taking to the skies with
Qantas can now benefit from 
an enhanced menu of tipples.
Wine experts and mixologists
from Australian restaurant
group Rockpool have selected
wines, champagne and spirits
for Qantas international flights
and lounges. For international
first and domestic business
cabins, tasting notes will also
be available.
� qantas.com

Toronto Rouge route
Air Canada has expanded its network
with new Gatwick to Toronto flights
on its subsidiary service Air Canada
rouge. The non-stop service will
operate up to seven times a week in
summer, beginning May 19, 2016.
� aircanada.com

Hire your own jet 
If your clients dream of hiring a
private jet they could be in luck.
Bmi regional is offering the use
of a 50-seater jet from £300 
per person per day, including 
full in-flight service with
bespoke menu and bar. Guests
can choose their own schedule, 
a UK departure airport and
short-haul destination, and even
have their own name on the
aircraft exterior.         
� bmiregional.com

Bite-sized news about budget jet hire,
new lounges and Puerto Rico non-stop 
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Aspire takes off
The first independent, shared-use
lounge has now opened at
Heathrow Terminal 5. Priority
Pass members will have access to
the Aspire lounge as part of their
membership, while travellers
without membership can enjoy 
a three-hour stay for £35 when
booked in advance – agents can
book passes online through
Lounge Pass. The lounge, at Gate
A18, is open from 5am until 11pm.
� executivelounges.com

Oman adds new cities
International connections with Oman
Air are increasing: there are now
daily services through Muscat to
Manila, Mumbai and Colombo, plus
five flights a week from Muscat to
the Maldives. The Gulf carrier’s
Boeing 787 Dreamliners will also
enter service from September.
� omanair.com
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top Halloween events in the US, 
HHN is to British Halloween what
professional bodybuilding is to the
occasional visit to the gym.
The principle may be the
same, but the flex is far
more impressive. Hundreds

of  “scareactors”, eight
big-budget haunted
houses, fully
immersive
street scenes and
enough Halloween

cocktails,
sweets and

merchandise 
to satisfy
even

the most ghoulish of appetites. HHN
should be on the bucket list of any
horror-film fan and scare enthusiast.

But would its on-steroids
American version of
Halloween affect 
a cynical British punter
like me? There was only

one way to find out…
We start in the

deep end. Each of 
the haunted houses, 
or “mazes”, is
constructed in

professional TV
studios on

site at
Universal
Orlando.

They are like mini-worlds: incredibly
detailed, with realistic sets, cinematic
sound and unique scents wafting
through each terrifying environment.
(Be warned: don’t go into the
cannibal maze if you’ve just eaten!)
Guests walk through the narrow,
winding environments as live action
characters jump out, enact gruesome
scenes and do their best to scare the
skin off your back. And it works.
“We’ve had people crawling on their
hands and knees to the exit,” creative
director Mike Aiello says with a touch
of pride. “I’ve literally seen people
lose their facilities.”

The mazes are built fresh 
every year and never duplicated. 
As a result, repeat

Once a year, Universal Orlando Resort puts the frighteners on its guests with a
Halloween spectacular. Could Aaron Millar hack it? Let’s find out  

Halloween Horror Nights’ mazes are filled with “scareactors” who jump out at guests as they make their way through

The vigilante mob fire up
their chainsaws and run at
me. My heart is pounding.
There are bodies on the

ground, smoke everywhere. In the
distance, a voodoo priest offers a
blood sacrifice as the dollhouse
of the damned creaks open. 
I am a grown man but I scream
like a little girl. No one, I realise,
does Halloween quite like 
the Americans.

And nowhere is it celebrated
with more gusto, gore and
Hollywood-budget special effects
than Universal Orlando Resort’s
Halloween Horror Nights. Marking
its 25th anniversary this season,
and consistently rated as one of the

One hell of a holiday
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Air Travel
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seat-only suppliers
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Beach, cultural, active, luxury and touring holidays
River Cruise 
A focus on the river cruise market
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Bulgaria and beyond
Touring & Adventure
Escorted tours and small group adventures
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Worldwide inspiration
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China, Thailand, Hong Kong, Singapore, Macau, Korea and
beyond
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2 Pacific Islands 

Fiji, Samoa, Vanuatu, Cook Islands and Papua New Guinea
Hotels, Resorts and Spas 
Bed banks, hotels, villas and all-inclusives

9 Africa  
Sub-Saharan Africa including Kenya, South Africa, Botswana,
Namibia and beyond, plus Gambia

16 UK & Ireland 
Family holidays, activities, cities and touring

23 Attractions & Tickets 
Theme parks, shows and attractions in the UK, US and 
worldwide
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Escorted tours and small group adventures
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Sustainable holidays
Middle East 
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Family holidays, luxury, activities and culture
North Africa and Red Sea 
Egypt, Jordan, Israel, Morocco and Tunisia
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Culture, activities, cities and touring
Air Travel
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seat-only suppliers
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11 Cities and Short Breaks 

Short-haul city breaks and long-haul stopovers
Mauritius
Hotels and activities

18 Weddings & Honeymoons 
Worldwide inspiration
Asia 
China, Thailand, Hong Kong, Singapore, Macau, Korea and
beyond

25 Winter Sun 
Preview of 2016-17 winter sun hotspots
Holiday Essentials 
Insurance, travel money and car hire
CRUISE SUPPLEMENT
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Family holidays, luxury, activities and culture
Lapland
Festive/active holidays in the Arctic Circle

8 Greece & Cyprus 
Beach, cultural, active, luxury and touring
Australia & New Zealand 
Culture, activities, cities and touring

15 Brochure Launchpad
In-depth content and teasers for 2017 brochures

22 Cruise 
Luxury, mainstream, specialist and river cruises

29 Touring & Adventure 
Escorted tours and small group adventures
Attractions & Tickets  
Theme parks, shows and attractions in the UK, US and 
worldwide

OCTOBER.
6 USA

Culture, activities, cities and touring
North Africa and Red Sea 
Egypt, Jordan, Israel, Morocco and Tunisia

13 Canada 
Culture, activities, cities and touring
Hotels, Resorts and Spas  
Bed banks, hotels, villas and all-inclusives

20 Air Travel
Airlines, airports, lounges, transfers, airport parking and
seat-only suppliers
Africa 
Sub-Saharan Africa including Kenya, South Africa, Botswana,
Namibia and beyond, plus Gambia

27 Christmas Markets  
Preview of 2016 Christmas market season
Weddings & Honeymoons  
Worldwide inspiration

NOVEMBER.
3 WTM Preview

A preview of WTM 2016, including exhibitor profiles and
agent events

10 Food & Wine Tourism
Spotlight on culinary tourism around the world
Asia 
China, Thailand, Hong Kong, Singapore, Macau, Korea and
beyond

17 Cruise 
Luxury, mainstream, specialist and river cruises
Bucket List Trips
Once-in-a-lifetime holiday inspiration

24 India & Indian Ocean 
India, Sri Lanka, Mauritius, Maldives and Seychelles
Cities and Short Breaks 
Short-haul city breaks and long-haul stopovers

DECEMBER.
1 Caribbean

Family holidays, luxury, activities and culture
Med 2017 Preview  
In-depth content and teasers for 2017

8 Australia & New Zealand 
Culture, activities, cities and touring
Air Travel  
Airlines, airports, lounges, transfers, airport parking and
seat-only suppliers

15 Middle East  
Beach, cultural, active, luxury and touring holidays
Touring & Adventure  
Escorted tours and small group adventures

22 USA  
Culture, activities, cities and touring
2017 Preview 
In-depth content and teasers for 2017
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international call and enthuse about
their day, which perhaps included 
ice creams from the beachside kiosk
converted from a Mini. 

My own fun involves a boat trip out
to a nearby island with a refreshing
breeze through my hair and tiny
flying fish skipping over the water.
Once ashore, my party lunches on
barbecued fresh squid, tuna and
meat in capsize-risking proportions.

That night, my heels wobbling in
the sand and the strains of the bar’s
live singer on the air, I follow a rope
light runway towards a cluster of

people on the beach. This is the
resort’s weekly stargazing session and
it’s a thrill to take my turn peeking at
Jupiter through a telescope.

Cosmic dessert
The following lunchtime I’m tucking
into what looks like a model solar
system on a plate on a pretty
decorated pier at the new Westin
Turtle Bay Resort & Spa in north-
west Mauritius. The coloured spheres
of the show-stopping Trilogy of
Chocolate dessert collapse under 
my spoon to reveal truffle,

ice cream and mousse. It’s a perfect
menu choice for an intimate wedding
but staff members have more
cultural big-day suggestions too, 
like choosing bright island flowers, 
a passion fruit and banana cake and
partying with African fire-eaters and
Mauritian sega dancers.

Thanks to a kids’ club and family
rooms, the hotel has welcomed
several brides and grooms with
children since its September opening.
Grown-up treats include a seaside
Indian restaurant, a feet-in-the-sand

lobster grill on
Saturday nights and
a martini cocktail
bar with pebble-
shaped seating and

DJs. The “moonlight massage” for
two in an open-sided beach pavilion
is perfect for newlyweds.  

Beach life
Mauritius’s most famous white sand
beach, Flic en Flac, is the setting for
Sands Resort & Spa, which occupies
a peaceful spot at one

Mauritius is popular with couples looking to legally wed in the Indian
Ocean. Debbie Ward visits some of the top romantic resort venues

The beach at LUX Grand Gaube makes a perfect setting for a dinner for two

In the ladies bathroom at LUX
Grand Gaube, there’s a woman
hastily scrubbing bleach into
the stained bodice of a wedding

gown. She looks remarkably
composed for such a big-day
disaster. “Don't worry,” she tells me,
as I sympathise, “I’m doing a photo
shoot for a magazine.”

Happily, most wedding day
dilemmas at the Mauritian resort 
are of the “beach or garden gazebo?”
kind. It’s a smart spot for couples; 
the decor is fresh, the buildings 
low-rise and thatched and the hot
pink beach towels striking against 
the turquoise sea. There are pockets
of beach either side of the hotel’s
headland setting and at the tip the
secluded clearing that holds the
Screen on the Beach cinema is among
options for a wedding ceremony. 

It’s the thoughtful touches that
wow me. On the first night I notice a
couple dining under the stars are
choosing from LED-lit menus. Later,
they slip into a classic British red
phone box to make a free

Live the dream
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The Screen on the Beach clearing at LUX Grande Gaube is an option for a ceremony
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year. Victoria was the first state 
to offer the programme, with five
different wineries available, and 
in May this year four wineries 
in South Australia also joined; 
Western Australia and New South

Wales are set to be the next spots 
for expansion.
Leading in from $140 per couple

per night, the price includes the
exclusive site location, access to 
the vineyard’s winemaker, a 
gourmet hamper for two and a 
bottle of wine. Customers are also
encouraged to make use of the 
fresh local produce from the comfort
of their motorhome kitchen. 
Marsh explains: “Many of our

clients are families – they go and
stay at campsites, so there’s lots 
of kids there. But we also have lots 
of customers that don’t want to 
stay in campsites with loads of kids
running around.” 
Each vineyard allows a maximum

of four campervans on-site at any
one time. “There’s no such thing 
as an ugly vineyard and we don’t
want to make it ugly with lots of

campervans,” adds Marsh. “With the
Winery Havens, you park up literally
in among the grapes. My personal
favourite is Boynton’s Feathertop
Winery in Porepunkah, Victoria,
which only has space for one
campervan, so you get the whole
vineyard to yourself.”
Marsh says the new Winery Havens

in South Australia look set to prove
popular. “It’s going to work really well
for clients who want to travel from
Melbourne along the Great Ocean
Road or visit the Grampians National
Park, as they can then drop the
campervan in Adelaide at the end.”

Vehicles with mod cons
Some clients may grimace at the
prospect of hiring a campervan,
imagining a grotty, lurid vehicle
that’s been left in tatters by
rambunctious backpackers, but 
many of the rental vehicles available
are far plusher than that, says
Marsh, who explains that all of 
the company’s vehicles are either
Mercedes-Benz or Volkswagen,
automatic and feature a camera at
the back for reversing. He adds that
there is also a USB socket on the TV
so that customers can watch films
and look at photos they’ve taken that
day on a big screen.
Some of Maui’s regular customers

include the “Ski” set – which 
stands for spending the kids’
inheritance – but Marsh explains 
that hiring a motorhome is also 
ideal for sports-mad clients who 
are heading to Australasia. “The 
2017 British and Irish Lions Tour 
will be massive for us. [During these
sporting events], hotels take the
mickey. We charge 10% above peak
price on a six-berth camper van,
which is less than half the price of a
room. Guests can follow the rugby in
a van and never have to worry about
accommodation. Plus, they’ll have a
fridge full of beers.”
Book it: Agents can book Maui, 
Britz and Mighty campervans on
Tourism Holdings’ B2B website
(thlonline.com). To register as an
official thl agent, agents need to 
fill in a new agent registration 
form and send it back to
sales@thlonline.com

Forget a night at the museum – Maui’s new Winery Havens
programme offers motorhome hire and exclusive vineyard
locations at wallet-friendly prices, says Chloe Cann

As two of the world’s 
most expensive places 
to live, it’s no secret 
that travelling to the

antipodean isles of Australia and
New Zealand is hard on the wallet.
But that doesn’t mean your clients
should rule out visiting or feel they
must forego the little luxuries that 
can make travel so joyous.
One travel hack they should

consider is hiring a motorhome.
Aside from the freedom and
flexibility a motorhome offers, it can
also prove cost-effective, explains
Keith Marsh, UK account manager 
for campervan rental provider Maui.
“It’s all about the fridge – the fridge
is your friend,” he says. “It’s actually
more important than the bed. This is
what saves you so much money.”

Expanded programme
There’s now added incentive to book
with Maui, following the expansion of
its Winery Havens programme. The
scheme launched in New Zealand in
December 2012, where four Winery
Havens are on offer, and expanded 
to include Australia in December last

A vintage trip
Down Under

Maui has expanded the number of exclusive sites it offers in vineyards

The deal includes a gourmet hamper

Winery Havens make the most of local produce
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